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Preface
The goal of the International Software Product Management Association (ISPMA) syllabus for “ISPMA
Software Product Manager Excellence in Orchestration” is to deepen the understanding of the role of
product managers about orchestration tasks.
The Excellence Level syllabus “SPM: Orchestration” covers the key elements of software product
management practices related to orchestration tasks according to the ISPMA SPM Framework, which
is well supported by research and industrial practice. The syllabus corresponds to a two-day industry
course.
The syllabus addresses the needs of product managers who must orchestrate the activities of other
organizational functions like development, sales, and marketing. The syllabus is the basis for
examination to certify that the examinee has achieved the degree of knowledge described in this
syllabus.
The syllabus is the basis for examination to certify that the examinee has achieved the degree of
knowledge described in this syllabus. The terms used in this syllabus are consistent with the glossary
of the ISPMA.
Purpose and structure of the Syllabus:
The syllabus is the basis for consistent training learning and examination of software product
management. It provides:
●
●
●

Explicitly phrased educational objectives for each chapter, and
Informal explanations to detail the educational objectives.
Informal references to literature (without limiting the interpretation of the syllabus to this
literature only).
The syllabus consists of seven chapters. Each chapter has educational objectives (EOs) that are
enumerated following the chapter headers (EO1.1., EO1.2,…) An educational objective has a defined
cognitive level of knowledge that the course participant is expected to achieve. The numbering scheme
for these objectives is aligned with the chapter numbering.
The educational objectives are expressed in terms of three cognitive levels of knowledge phrased using
the verbs “knowing” for level 1 and “understanding” for level 2, and “applying” for level 3. These three
verbs are placeholders for the following:
●
●

L1 (know): enumerate, characterize, recognize, and name.
L2 (understand): reflect, analyze, execute, justify, describe, judge, display, design, develop,
complete, explain, elucidate, elicit, formulate, identify, interpret, reason, translate, distinguish,
compare, understand, suggest, and summarize.
● L3 (apply): perform, execute, develop, and adapt.
Each EO in the syllabus has one or more of these cognitive levels assigned to it.
ISPMA’s Excellence Level syllabi are designed to put special focus on exercises that address L3
objectives. It is the trainer’s responsibility to select exercises and to define concrete realistic scenarios
in which all the selected exercises can be performed by the participants. ISPMA recommends spending
about 50% of the available time on exercises. In trainers’ material, exercises are described in abstract
terms. This syllabus also suggests role plays as a rich method for participants to internalize
orchestration concepts.
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Included and excluded key areas:
The syllabus covers knowledge applicable for any kind of software systems and organizational
contexts. A training course may cover more domain-specific details if needed by the course
participants. This syllabus, however, does not guide such specialization, rather describes the base
knowledge necessary, which can be complemented with domain specific items. The syllabus is
independent of any specific process model, and thus defines knowledge of a software product
manager without prescribing exact interfaces to other roles in a product organization.
Training courses:
The syllabus corresponds to a two-day industry course. The syllabus does not prescribe the specific
form and approach of learning, however. It can also be administered with other forms of teaching or
learning, such as self-learning supplemented by coaching or courses at universities or universities of
applied sciences.
Training providers are encouraged to tailor training courses to the participants, and to add examples
and an appropriate, realistic scenario for the exercises described in this syllabus so that participants
get an opportunity to apply the training contents. A participant should carefully choose the training
provider. A list of training providers can be found on the ISPMA Web site www.ispma.org.
Examination:
The syllabus is the basis for the examination for the ISPMA certificate “ISPMA Software Product
Manager Excellence in Orchestration.” All chapters are relevant for the exam. The exam takes the
following form:
●

Demonstration of knowledge with a multiple-choice test.

Multiple-choice tests can be held immediately after a training course, but also independently from
courses (e.g. publicly announced exams of the examination authorities). A list of accredited
examination authorities can be found on the ISPMA web site www.ispma.org.
Course participant prerequisites:
The training and learning of the syllabus assume general knowledge of, and some experience in, the
management or development of software products or software in software-intensive systems.
The educational background of the course participant is not crucial (whether it be engineering or
management), rather the level of experience is predominantly the factor associated with the
prerequisites. A course participant should have the ISPMA Foundation Level Certificate “ISPMA
Certified Software Product Manager” or at least three years of experience in software product
management. However, this is a generic recommendation and might not apply to all situations or
course participants.
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EU1 Introduction
Duration: 1:30 h
Educational Objectives:
EO1.1.
Understand the responsibility of product managers to lead a cross-functional product team
that typically does not report to her/him
EO1.2
Understand that excellence in orchestration requires the SPM to drive improvement in
relationships with other functions
EO1.3
Understand why software product managers need to clarify roles and responsibilities across
the cross-functional product team
Product managers are often expected to be „mini-CEOs“ for their products, „responsible for managing
software with the objective to achieve sustainable success over the life cycle of the software product“
(ISPMA FL 2016).
To achieve that, product managers collaborate with a wide range of stakeholders from both outside
and inside their organization. Inside the organization, they work together with other business functions
in a cross-functional product team that ideally stays in place for the long term, i.e., not merely for a
single release. The purpose of this team is “… to manage all the elements needed to achieve the
financial, market, and strategic objectives of the product as a business” (S. Haines (2014)).
The cross-functional product team has members from different departments in the organization, and
may often be virtual, with members from different geographic locations or cultural backgrounds. In
this setup, product managers are challenged to achieve “influence without authority, accountability
without control” (K. Hall (2013), p.1).
The ISPMA SPM framework (see Figure 1) identifies four key functional areas that a software product
manager usually needs to orchestrate: Development, Marketing, Sales & Distribution, and Services &
Support. The ISPMA SPM Framework (Fig. 1) lists the core tasks that each of these functions performs
in the respective columns of the framework. In addition to these four key areas, orchestration of other
areas is often required, “in particular the SPM units of other products within the company, Finance,
Controlling, Human Resources, and Research. Here the product manager’s orchestration responsibility
includes the alignment of product strategies and plans, research and innovation initiatives for both
functional and technical innovations, resource management, and availability of correct and timely
measurements.” (ISPMA FL 2016).
Each of those functions has its own responsibilities, tasks, objectives, measures of success, and often
its own culture. Therefore, conflicts may arise between the software product manager and other
functions.
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Fig. 1 SPM Framework V. 1.2
To avoid or to resolve these conflicts, the following strategies can help (ISPMA FL 2016):
●
●
●
●

Clear definition and separations of concerns, processes, responsibilities and competencies, clear
definition of accountability
Delineation of responsibility between product managers and project managers
Definition of release planning, requirements management, and quality assurance processes
Establish clear channels of communication between product manager and different
organizational parts (for example sales)

In addition to those strategies, roadmaps are also an important tool that supports collaboration with
other functions.
To achieve excellence in orchestration, software product managers need to drive process
improvement in working with other functions. Excellent software product managers are not just
reacting to operational challenges. Instead, they pro-actively foster better relationships and drive
better processes for collaborating with these other functions.
References: ISPMA FL 2016, K. Hall 2013, S. Haines 2014, H.-B. Kittlaus/P. Clough 2009
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EU2 Leadership Skills for Product Managers
Duration: 2:00 h
Educational Objectives:
EO2.1
EO2.1.1
EO2.1.2

Apply the right mindset to succeed in orchestration
Understand why orchestrating other functions requires a mindset similar to the mindset
required by members of a matrix organization
Understand key characteristics of the required mindset

EO2.2
EO2.2.1
EO2.2.2
EO2.2.3

Apply the “sources of power” concept to broaden your influence
Know the definition of power and related concepts
Understand the sources of power and their implications for leaders
Apply techniques and approaches for increasing influence/power

EO2.3
EO2.3.1
EO2.3.2

Apply conflict management techniques to resolve conflicts constructively
Know common sources of conflict with all orchestration departments
Understand how to create an escalation path process

EO2.4
EO2.4.1
EO2.4.2
EO2.4.3

Apply best practices on negotiation
Understand the difference between positions and interests
Know the definition of BATNA
Apply the concepts of interests vs. positions and BATNA to prepare for negotiations
and to conduct negotiations

2.1 Mindset for Influencing without Authority
As was mentioned in EU1, product managers are challenged to achieve “influence without authority,
accountability without control” (K. Hall (2013), p.1). This challenge is similar to the challenges faced by
individuals working in a matrix organization. Therefore, software product managers can benefit from
the mindset and specific leadership skills that are helpful for succeeding in a matrix organization.
K. Hall (2013) outlines that traditionally, organizations were vertically organized along functions or
geography. In contrast, many large organizations today operate based on a matrix structure, where
individuals report to multiple managers. For individuals in matrix organizations, this may lead to
unclear or even conflicting roles and goals, and to an increase in uncertainty and conflict.
To successfully navigate these challenges, Hall claims a certain mindset is required: A successful matrix
manager “... relishes the flexibility, autonomy, and breadth that the matrix gives them.” (p . 219). This
mindset can also help software product managers succeed in orchestrating other functions.
Hall recommends that instead of belaboring the lack of authority and role clarity, successful matrix
managers set their own commitments, based on what they see needs to be done. Then, they identify
the stakeholders that need to be influenced to get the job done, and they actively seek out resources
that are needed to meet their commitments. This style of leadership will increase their influence in the
organization and earn them the right to take on more responsibility.
According to Hall, key elements of the matrix mindset include
●

Self-leadership – taking control and ownership of one’s goals, role, and skills
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●

Breadth – which includes taking ownership for the delivery of results that cross
organizational boundaries and may even involve external suppliers or partners to get things
done.
● Being comfortable with ambiguity – the ability to bring clarity, structure, and control, but
also the confidence to work with flexibility and trust
● Being adaptive – understanding that today’s solution to a dilemma may not be the right
solution tomorrow
● Being influential – using a wide range of influence techniques and sources of power
References: K. Hall (2013)

2.2 Sources of Power
Because the various company functions rarely report to the SPM organization, software product
managers must find creative ways to influence to achieve product vision, goals, and objectives.
Understanding what power is, where it comes from, and how to increase it can help software product
managers increase their influence.
Social communication studies have theorized that leadership and power are closely linked. They have
further suggested that some forms of power affect one's leadership and success. That idea is often
used in organizational communication and throughout the workforce.

Bases of Power
Social psychologists John R. P. French and Bertram Raven release a study in 1959 which defines the
term power and defines “bases” of power. In the French & Raven study, power is defined essentially
as the ability to influence others. French and Raven defined the following “bases of power”:
Reward power

Reward power is based on a person being able to control the likelihood that
another person will be rewarded. Close alignment of SPM with executive
leadership may offer SPM some reward power.

Coercive power

Coercive power uses the threat of force to gain compliance from another with
physical, social, emotional, political, or economic means. Typically, SPMs have
very little coercive power over other functions as they have no direct
management authority over them.

Legitimate power

Legitimate power comes from an elected, selected, or appointed position of
authority and may be underpinned by social norms. An employee’s direct
manager often can exert legitimate power because the organization has
authorized that manager to influence the people that report to him or her.
SPMs typically have some legitimate power granted to them by the
organization. Some development life cycle models, like Scrum, empower the
product owner, who may report to the product manager, by giving the product
owner ownership of the product backlog.

Referent power

Referent power is based on one person’s strong identification with another. A
person identifying with another person is likely to adopt attitudes and beliefs
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similar to that other person. Referent power is often the primary source of
power for software product managers. Product managers can increase their
referent power by defining and executing a compelling product strategy and
investing in trustful relationships with other organizational functions.
Expert power

Expert power is based on one person’s perception of another’s knowledge in
a given area. For example, a person’s thinking and behavior regarding a legal
case might easily be influenced by advice from a lawyer. SPMs often have
expert power based on their knowledge of stakeholders, the business aspects
of the software product, and the domain addressed by the software product.
Table 2: Bases of Power

Product managers typically exert the most influence using referent and expert power as their
legitimate power is limited (depending on organizational setup) and they have little or no reward or
coercive power relative to other organizational functions.

2.3 Managing Conflict
Product managers are expected to orchestrate across the organizational boundaries of an
organization, without the power to direct other business functions. Consequently, conflict with other
business functions will occur that prevents them from reaching their goals. Nevertheless, conflict is
also beneficial for organizations (Rahim 2015). A certain level of disagreement necessitates two parties
to negotiate to find a single, mutually satisfactory solution (Zartman & Rubin 2011). This chapter
introduces the basics of the human-process and techno-structural approaches to conflict resolution by
means of intervention by a third party after escalation. (Rahim 2015).
Human-process
The human-process approach “attempts to improve organizational effectiveness by changing
members’ attitudes and behavior regarding conflict” (Rahim 2015). The main approach to achieving
this goal is to educate all stakeholders on the five styles of handling interpersonal conflict. Figure 2 and
Table 3 briefly summarizes each style, differentiated on two dimensions: concern for self or how much
a person attempts to satisfy his own concerns and concern for others or how much that same person
wants to satisfy the concern of the other party or parties.

Fig. 2: Styles of handling interpersonal conflict, Fricker/Grünbacher (2008) based on Rahim (2015).
Grey-shaded: desired, value-creating behaviors.
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Problem-Solving
high concern for self
and others

A problem-solving approachLeads to full collaboration between parties. All try to be
open, exchange information, and examine differences to reach a mutually
acceptable solution. This style has two distinctive elements: confrontation and
problem solving: “confrontation involves open and direct communication which
should make way for problem-solving. As a result, it may lead to creative solutions
to problems.”

Yielding
low concern for self
and high concern for
others

A party sacrifices his personal interests to satisfy the interests of the other party.
The former reacts to a perceived hostile act of the latter with low hostility or even
positive friendliness. During a negotiation, the former will attempt to play down the
differences and emphasize commonalities between the two parties.

Dominating
high concern for self
and low concern for
others

A competitive or dominating individual will do anything to achieve their personal
objectives. Consequently, he or she ignores the needs and expectations of the other
party. A dominating person tries to impose his will by sheer force, e.g. on
subordinatesand commands their obedience.

Avoiding
low concern for self
and others

A party avoids negotiation by “I see no evil, hear no evil, and speak no evil.” The
party attempts to postpone an issue, withdraw from the situation, and refuse to
acknowledge the conflict. When the conflict is avoided, the interests of neither
party are satisfied.

Compromising
intermediate
in
concern for self and
others

Compromising is characterized as give-and-take or sharing and often used to
conclude negotiations rapidly. Both parties give up something to make a mutually
acceptable decision. They might split the difference, exchange concessions, or
search for middle ground. This style is in the middle of all other styles.

Table 3: Five styles of handling interpersonal conflict. Paraphrased from Rahim (2015)
Read more about the five styles of handling interpersonal conflict and when it is appropriate to adopt
specific styles in “Managing conflict in organizations” (Rahim, 2015).
Techno-structural
The techno-structural approach attempts to “improve organizational effectiveness by changing the
organization’s structural design characteristics” or managing the amount of conflict by introducing
organizational changes. A variety of organizational change techniques exists that one can choose. In a
Harvard Business Review article, Weiss and Hughes (2005) introduce a comprehensive set of best
practices for managing disagreements at the point of conflict and strategies for managing conflict upon
escalation up the management chain. The former empowers employees to resolve a conflict
themselves. Sometimes, however, it is necessary to escalate to a superior who can decide based on
the latter strategies. Weiss and Hughes recommend implementing three strategies for each type to
transform conflict from a major liability into a significant asset. We summarize these strategies below
in Table 2 and 3. Be aware that the applicability of escalation depends on the corporate culture of an
organization.

Devise and implement a common method for resolving conflict
A company-wide process for resolving disagreements prevents useless debate about who’s right and wrong
or haggling over small concessions. A well-defined, well-designed conflict resolution method will reduce
transaction costs and foster an environment in which innovative outcomes emerge from discussions.
Unfortunately, no conflict resolution method is universally applicable. To be effective, design a conflict
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resolution method that offers a clear, step-by-step process and makes it an integral part of existing business
activities. Processes that are only used in exceptional circumstances will be unsuccessful.

Provide people with criteria for making trade-offs
From time to time, two parties need to make zero-sum trade-offs between competing priorities – situations
in which it is unclear which decision is best. Define the criteria for making such choices clearly by setting
concrete ground rules for your organization. Salespeople that know that 5 points on a customer satisfaction
scale are more important than 10 points of market share are now capable of making informed decisions.
Even when the criteria are not decisive, they will foster productive communication around a common
objective.

Use the escalation of conflict as an opportunity for coaching
Senior management should view each escalation of conflict as an opportunity to teach employees about
how to resolve conflicts effectively. To mitigate people’s natural tendency to let their bosses sort out
disputes, the bosses should push their respective employees to consider “the needs of the other division,
alternatives that might best address the collective needs of the other division, and the standards to be
applied in assessing the trade-offs between alternatives”. While this approach requires more time from
senior managers initially, over time it effectively reduces the time senior managers need to spend on
resolving escalated conflicts.

Table 4: Three strategies for managing disagreements at the point of conflict

Establish and enforce a requirement of joint escalation
In a typical conflict, all parties will try to get support from their direct leadership leading to a vicious circle.
Prevent this by enforcing people to present disagreements to their bosses in unison. Now the ultimate
decision maker will have a balanced view of the perspectives on the conflict, its causes and knows all the
possible solution. Moreover, the number of problems that are escalated to upper management decrease!

Ensure that managers resolve escalated conflicts directly with their counterparts
An unresolved dispute typically travels up the management chain until a senior manager with the most
organizational clout makes a unilateral decision. This dynamic breeds organization-wide resentment in the
form of “we’ll win next time!”, making friendly conflict resolution harder and harder. Moreover, unilateral
decisions lead to inefficiency, ill feelings and bad decision-making. Instead, all managers should formally
commit to dealing with escalated conflicts directly with their management counterparts in other
departments.

Make the process for escalated conflict resolution transparent
Having resolved a conflict, managers at most companies announce the decision and move on. This rush
prevents employees from learning how to resolve similar issues in the future. Instead, management should
explain how a decision was reached and the specific aspects that were weighed. Do not share every single
detail of the process, but an honest discussion of the relevant trade-offs informs and empowers people in
future conflicts.

Table 5: Three strategies for managing conflict upon escalation
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References: Fricker, S.A., Grünbacher, P. (2008); Rahim, M. A. (2015); Weiss, J., & Hughes, J. (2005); Zartman,
I. W., & Rubin, J. Z. (2000)

2.4 Negotiation Skills
Negotiation is a discussion between multiple parties regarding the terms of an agreement. As a leader
in the product organization responsible for aligning the requirements and efforts of multiple
stakeholders, negotiating is a critical capability for most software product managers. Product
managers negotiate regarding the following topics (among others):
●
●
●
●

Release scope and timing with executive leadership, development, and others
Budget for other functions like marketing and sales
Contracts with third parties like software suppliers or service providers
Product pricing/discounting with individual customers

The Harvard Negotiation Project developed the concept of principled negotiation as described in their
seminal work on negotiation, "Getting to Yes", to address what they considered non-productive
negotiation approaches and tactics.
Principled Negotiation
Principled negotiation encourages negotiators to bargain over interests rather than position and
defines four principles:
● Separate the people from the problem: By nature, people often conflate the relationship
with the substance of the conflict. Discussion of each other's emotions, fears, and
perceptions can lead to better understanding.
● Focus on interests, not positions: A position is what a party in a negotiation is willing or
unwilling to accept. Interests represent the party's wants or needs relative to their position.
● Invent options for mutual gain: Creatively think of options that address negotiation parties'
interests.
● Insist on using objective criteria that provide a means of resolving differences in interests
outside the context of the negotiating parties' wills.
Principled Negotiation also defines the concept of a Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement
(BATNA), i.e., the most advantageous alternative course of action a party can take if negotiations fail
and an agreement cannot be reached. A party in a negotiation should typically not accept an outcome
that is less desirable than their BATNA. It is important to not only consider your own BATNA when
negotiating but that of the other parties.
References: Fisher, R., Ury, W.L., Patton, B. (2011)
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EU3 Orchestrating Development and User Experience Design
Duration: 2:30 h
Educational Objectives:
EO3.1
Understand that the organizational setup, typical roles, and processes used in Development
and UX Design vary considerably and that the approach to working with these functions
needs to be tailored to their respective setup
EO3.2
Apply the understanding of the inner workings of the Development and UX Design functions
to establish effective processes for collaborating with Development
EO3.3
Understand the impact of agile development, continuous delivery, and Devops on the
software product manager
EO3.4
Understand typical areas of conflict between Product Management versus Development
and User Experience Design
EO3.5
Apply the understanding of typical conflict areas to work proactively with Development and
UX Design to prevent conflicts where possible, to surface hidden conflicts early, and to
address them constructively by either resolving or escalating them

3.1 Introduction
“The development unit is responsible for all technical software aspects including the implementation
of changes and extensions to the software.” (ISPMA FL 2016). Key activities and areas of responsibility
include engineering management, project management, project requirements engineering, and
quality management. These are described in more detail in the foundation level syllabus (ISPMA FL
2016).
The development function exercises a strong influence on the product’s functional capabilities and
non-functional qualities, as well as the user experience. Therefore, successful collaboration with
Development and User Experience (UX) Design is a key success factor for software product managers
- and there are many possible areas for conflict.
Software product managers need to work pro-actively with Development and UX Design to prevent
conflicts where possible, to surface hidden conflicts early, and to address them constructively by either
resolving or escalating them.
The setup and processes used in Development and User Experience Design vary widely, depending on
the type of software product, the organization’s needs, market environment, development method,
e.g. waterfall, iterative, or agile, and the process chain from code development to product delivery.
To successfully orchestrate development and User Experience Design, software product managers
need to tailor their approach to collaboration to fit with the setup and processes used by these
functions.

3.2 Continuous Everything and DevOps
Software organizations increasingly automate the processes that lead from finalized code changes to
the deployment of new software in production environments.
The software product manager needs to be aware of the technical capabilities of their development
organization and needs to make sure that actual delivery to customers is aligned with business needs:
how to use these capabilities must be a business decision, based on what the market can absorb.
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The processes that lead from finalized code changes to deployment in production environments
include
● Continuous integration: automated integration, build, and test in the development environment
● Continuous delivery: automated push of software into the production environment or delivery to
customers
If both continuous integration and continuous delivery capabilities are in place, the organization can
choose how frequently to deliver code changes to customers. If every code change is automatically
pushed to production, this is called continuous deployment. Continuous deployment can result in
multiple production deployments per day, for example in a SaaS delivery model. (definitions according
to Martin Fowler in IL1; see also J. Humble, D. Farley (2010)).
To implement continuous delivery and continuous deployment, Development needs to collaborate
closely with other functions. If the software is also operated by the software vendor, for example in a
SaaS (Software as a Service) delivery model, tight integration with the Operations function is required.
This approach is called DevOps: “DevOps is about aligning the incentives of everybody involved in
delivering software, with a particular emphasis on developers, testers, and operations personnel.” (J.
Humble, J. Molesky (2011))
In that context, it can be beneficial to establish a “release heartbeat” where new functionality is
released to the market at regular intervals, e.g. once every week or every six months. The heartbeat
drives alignment and efficiency within the software organization and properly sets expectations in the
market.

3.3 Typical Areas of Conflict - Development
Typical areas of conflict between SW Product Management and Development include:
●

●

●

●

●

Release planning: Disagreement regarding the priority of requirements
The disagreements may be related to individual requirements or features, or to classes of
requirements: for example, SPMs often focus heavily on functional requirements, while
Development may push to spend more effort on architectural improvements, code cleanups,
reduction of technical debt, or for addressing non-functional requirements
Release planning: Development “does what they want” instead of executing the release plan
For example, Development may consider the list of requirements to incorporate in next release
or the planned release date as unrealistic in light of existing resource and schedule constraints and simply goes off to execute based on priorities they set themselves
Project Requirements Engineering: the software product manager does not agree with the way
the development function has translated certain product requirements into project
requirements.
Agile Development – Sprint Planning: over multiple short sprints the product increasingly
evolves into a direction that is not in line with the release themes and epics defined by the
product manager
Continuous Deployment - Disagreement on Frequency of Deployments
Once continuous deployment capabilities have been set up, Development and Operations may
want to use it to full extent. However, the software product manager may want to exercise more
control over what is deployed when, including the power to group changes together or to delay
deployment of certain changes.
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3.4 User Experience (UX) Design
User Experience Design as a relatively new and still emerging discipline can be anchored at different
positions in the org chart, but often resides within or close to the development function.
User Experience (UX) Design has a strong impact on product management and other functions,
including marketing, support, and development. “User Experience (UX) Design addresses every aspect
of the users’ interactions with a software product or component with the purpose of shaping the user's
behaviors, attitudes, and emotions.” It is much broader than just usability, as it is “... covering or
interacting with disciplines like graphic design, information architecture, Human-Computer- Interface
(HCI) design, interaction design and usability engineering.” (ISPMA FL 2016)
M. Cagan (2013) distinguishes four design-related activities that are critical to the success of software
products: interaction design, visual design, rapid prototyping and usability testing. These four roles
need to “... work closely with the (software) product manager to discover the blend of requirements
and design that meet the needs of the user.” (M. Cagan (2013)).
Startups following the Lean Startup principles and using agile development practices have developed
Lean UX to “... break the stalemate between the speed of Agile and the need for design in the productdevelopment lifecycle.” (J. Gotthelf, J. Seiden (2013)).
Lean UX is based on three foundations: design thinking, agile software development, and the Lean
Startup method. All three foundations emphasize experimentation, rapid iterations, and deep
customer and user involvement. Key approaches and techniques of these underlying foundations are
then applied to the design process. “... this is the essence of the Lean UX approach. Only design what
you need. Deliver it quickly. Create enough customer contact to get meaningful feedback fast.” (J.
Gotthelf, J. Seiden (2013))

3.5 Typical Areas of Conflict - UX Design
Due to the objectives of UX Design, there is a significant overlap with the product manager role,
especially in the following areas:
● Developing a deep understanding of customers’ real needs
● Understanding intended product usage
● Developing product scope and product definition
● Eliciting high-level product requirements
In these areas, software product managers may find that UX designers are powerful allies that help
them define a product that serves customers and users even better - or they might be in stark conflict,
quarreling over decisions and accountabilities.
To avoid unnecessary conflicts, software product managers should be careful to articulate
requirements on the problem level and to avoid prescribing design solutions. On the other hand, they
need to ensure that UX designers accept their product vison and product definition.

3.6 SPM’s Focus Areas for Orchestrating Development and UX Design
An SPM needs to focus on the following areas when orchestrating Development and UX Design:
●
●
●
●

Acceptance of results based on verification and validation tests
Release scope and dates, project planning
Execution of plans
Synchronization and tracking of project vs. product requirements
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●
●

Estimates
Resource, knowledge, and skills management

References: M. Cagan (2013); J. Gotthelf, J. Seiden (2013); J. Humble, D. Farley (2010); J. Humble, J.
Molesky (2011); ISPMA FL 2016
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EU4 Orchestrating Marketing
Duration 1:30 h
Educational Objectives:
EO4.1
Know the core tasks of the functional area Marketing
EO4.2
Know what contributions to make to core Marketing tasks
EO4.3
Understand how a marketing department at a Software Producing Organization is
organized
EO4.4
Understand the key performance indicators of Marketing and how they align and conflict
with your key performance indicators
EO4.5
Understand the role of the marketing department in defining your market
EO4.6
Know common sources of conflict with Marketing
EO4.7
Apply understanding of common sources of conflict with Marketing to prevent potential
issues

4.1 Introduction
The product marketing function of a software producing organization is responsible for all aspects of
preparation and support of product sales. Roughly speaking, their corporate goal is crafting the most
effective marketing and sales funnel as possible: attracting as many strangers as possible, turning them
into leads that are interested in a product, converting them into paying customers and ultimately
turning them into promoters of the product.
This product marketing goal closely aligns with one of three essential responsibilities of a software
product manager as identified by Ebert (2007): conquer markets and grow market share. Because of
this, effective collaboration with and orchestrating of the product marketing department is a core
determiner for creating a winning product (Griffin and Hauser, 1996). Nevertheless, the core activities
of the product management disciplines drastically differ from those of product marketing. Product
management defines the product to be built, while product marketing defines how to communicate
the built product to the market.
Note that selling a product is not the most important part of marketing. Although sales is a closely
related discipline, the goal of marketing should be to make sales unnecessary by developing the right
product and communicating it to the market in the right way (Peter Drucker (1973), Kotler and Keller
(2014)). Marketing achieves these goals by creating value propositions for specific personas. A value
proposition is a promise of value to be delivered for a customer segment. Personas are fictional
characters that represent an archetypical customer for your value proposition. There are many
different templates for defining a value proposition. Both Winer and Moore offer a simple and strong
one:
For (target customer) who (need statement), the (product/brand name) is a (product category) that
(key benefit statement/compelling reason to buy). Unlike (primary competitor alternatives),
(product/brand name) (primary differentiation statement)
Study the product strategy syllabus for more information on value propositions and personas.

4.2 The Marketing Organization
The marketing of a software product has the following three concerns (Kotler 2014):
●
●

Strategic marketing: defining a strategic direction for marketing that is in accordance with the
corporate strategy,
Product marketing: translating the marketing strategy to the product level, and
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●

Marketing communication: executing the marketing strategies to create tangible deliverables
such as promotional materials or event booths.
Depending on the size and design of your organization, these concerns can be addressed by one single
person, a team, or even multiple teams. The three concerns have a reciprocal relationship. The
marketing strategy influences the marketing goals that the product marketing team pursues. Similarly,
the product marketing decisions impact marketing communication (MarCom). The success of the
MarCom activities, then, affect the key performance indicators (KPI) of all three marketing disciplines.
The MarCom KPIs inform the product KPIs, which in turn inform the strategic KPIs.
The chosen development methodology will impact the marketing orchestration approach. The typical
marketing department will set plans, goals and budgets at the beginning of a new year or period and
be unwilling to deviate from these plans in a significant manner. The deviation can create frustration
in a high-pressure, quickly changing environment that is typical for a development organization. It is
good practice to make agreements with the marketing department on the type of work and how much
work they can do for you on an intermittent basis. For example, 10% of marketing resources could be
made available to product management for unforeseen feature announcements.

4.3 Typical areas of conflict
You should already see some parallels between the marketing KPIs and your own goals. In this section,
we further detail the overlap and how to achieve synergistic benefits. Despite these opportunities,
marketing and product management frequently find themselves in a state of conflict. We highlight
three common sources of conflicts and discuss ways to mitigate them.
Strategic conflict: brand versus product investment
A typical marketing department is inclined to invest in overall brand development because this will
lead to a more beneficial impact for their KPIs. On the other hand, investment in product marketing
suits the product manager’s KPIs better. The decision of how to distribute marketing investments
among brand development and specific products is a strategic decision that should be made at the
board level. Point this out to management when necessary.
Product Conflict: Roadmap and Requirements
The roadmap is a heavily contested document that virtually all departments want to influence. The
marketing department is no different. Indeed, the number of interesting and potentially worthwhile
ideas is typically much bigger than can be implemented. A product manager should say no to most
these. At the same time, a product manager needs to be on the lookout for features that convey the
‘allure of innovation.' Although these features will not drive sales, they demonstrate to your customer
that you are an ‘innovative player’ or ‘thought leader’ that is worthy of their business.
Communication Conflict: Product Launch
The launch of a new product or product version requires careful orchestration of many different
stakeholders within and outside of your organization. The marketing department is responsible for
supplying all product promotion matters. However, asking them to drop everything and start working
on a particular product when that product’s next version is nearing technical completion will result in
protest and conflict. It is best to make an organization-wide agreement on what is in a product
promotion package and the expected time for delivering such a package. Note that this can take
many different forms aside from the classical brochures and slide deck. For example:
●

Press conference accompanied by a press release

●

Media buys, both online and offline (Google ads, bus stop posters)
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●

Product logo

●

Copy for the website

●

Public relations deals with strategic partners

●

Inclusion in the organizational newsletter

●

Social media presence

Approaches to addressing conflicts with marketing
To avoid and mitigate conflicts with marketing, a software product manager can:
●

Ask the Board to define trade-off criteria for brand versus product marketing,

●

Involve Marketing early and frequently in product strategy discussions,

●

Agree what a product promotion package entails and the time required for completion, and

●

Have a regular Jour Fixe meeting with Marketing to exchange information and make decisions in
a timely way.

4.4 SPM’s Focus Areas for Orchestrating Marketing
An SPM needs to focus on the following areas when orchestrating marketing:
●

Positioning of product in marketing plan,

●

Plan execution,

●

Product launch,

●

Channel and partner management,

●

Selective participation in marketing events, and

●

Trading off brand marketing with product marketing.

References: P. Drucker (1973); C. Ebert (2007); A. Griffin, J. R. Hauser (1996); P. Kotler, K. L. Keller, F.
Ancarani, M. Costabile (2014); R. S. Winer (1999); G. A. Moore (2014); S. A. Fricker (2012)
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EU5 Orchestrating Sales and Distribution
Duration: 1:30 h
Educational Objectives
EO5.1
EO5.2
EO5.3
EO5.4
EO5.5
EO5.6

Know the key stages in a typical sales cycles and its relationship to the customer buying
cycle
Understand how sales teams are organized
Understand what motivates sales organizations and sales professionals and how this
motivation may differ from SPM motivation
Know the traditional points of intersection between software product management and
sales and distribution activities and what each expects from the other
Know the traditional sources of SPM/sales & distribution conflict and practices for
minimizing and addressing them
Understand the role of distribution in delivering software products that aren’t distributed
on physical media

5.1 Introduction
The sales unit is responsible for all sales activities of a company, selling products directly to customers
and channel partners. There are two approaches to sales: inside sales and outside sales. Inside sales
are made remotely with sales representatives interacting with customers via the phone or the internet.
Outside sales typically involve interacting with customers face-to-face. As the internet grows in
importance as a channel to software customers and as more enterprise software is delivered as a
service, the role of inside sales is growing in some organizations.
Outside sales are common in enterprise sales, e.g., B2B, where the sales process tends to be more
complicated due to the complexity of the problem space and in customer decision-making . Because
of the complexity of the collaboration required between outside sales and software product
management, outside sales will be the focus of this syllabus.
Understanding the sales organization and related processes is important to software product
managers because, as part of their orchestration responsibilities, they should attempt to influence the
motivation of the sales organization in favor of their product, ensuring the sales force is willing to sell
their product and is enabled to do so.

5.2 Sales Motivation and Compensation
Compensation for sales professionals is different from that of other software organizational functions
in that a significant proportion of their compensation is variable. Sales professionals are often
compensated based on commission, which is a percentage of their sales revenue they generate. As
part of the sales planning process, sales professionals can be given a “sales quota,” which is a monetary
figure representing the minimum amount of revenue they are expected to generate from particular
products or services. Setting quotas can be a powerful way to incent sales professionals to focus on
specific products or markets.
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Customers are sometimes given a discount on the purchase price of software products to encourage
them to purchase it. Discounting is a powerful mechanism for sales professionals to convince
customers to buy. Discounts, however, lower product-related revenue. We recommend strict
governance rules for any pricing decisions (see ISPMA EL PS 2016). In any case, Product Management
must monitor the discounting practices and balance the need to close sales with defined business
objectives to manage this trade-off.

5.3 Typical Areas of Conflict - Sales
Typical areas of conflict between SPM and sales include:
Getting Product Feedback from Sales
Contact with prospects, clients, and competitors make sales professionals a potentially valuable source
of product-relevant information. However, the variable nature of their compensation and the inherent
difficulty in the job may imply that there is insufficient incentive for members of the sales team to
invest the necessary time to provide detailed feedback to the product organization. Product managers
and their leadership must negotiate with sales leadership sufficient time for engagement,
underscoring the critical, virtually unique value of information coming from the sales organization.
Sales Incentives
Through quotas and other incentives, sales professionals may not be motivated to give some products
the attention the associated product managers expect. It is important for product managers are aware
of product-related incentives to ensure their product is receiving the focus from Sales it needs to meet
business objectives.
Sales Price and Discounting
Pressure to close sales can incent salespeople to seek significant discounts, lowering a product’s overall
revenue and profitability. Product managers must monitor discounting policy and practice to ensure
that overall business objectives aren’t being unacceptably compromised to generate sales. Differing
discounting policies between products can result in some products’ being heavily discounted to
compensate for “discounting freezes” on others.
Short-term Customer Requirements vs. Longer-term Market Requirements
To secure sales, sales professionals may need to request features that a small number of customers
(or even a single customer) requires. Product managers must take into account the opportunity costs
of such investments, primarily related to diminished investment in features that are more broadly
appealing. Features that are not widely used can generate significant development and maintenance
costs over the life-cycle of the product, increasing complexity and eroding profitability. Helping sales
to understand the business impact of alternative investments and the cost impact of implementing
features that aren’t widely used can help product managers make convincing arguments.
Impact of SPM Customer Engagement on Sales
It is important or even critical for SPMs to have direct contact with customers for a variety of reasons,
including gather feedback and validating product-related plans. This contact should be coordinated
with sales to reduce the risk of endangering ongoing sales negotiations or the appearance that the
different organizations within the software vendor are not aligned.

5.4 Approaches to Addressing Conflict - Sales
Product managers should seek to define a formal engagement model with Sales, including regular,
timely face-to-face meetings to discuss strategic product-related topics
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SPMs should:
●
●
●
●

enlist the help of leadership to ensure the sales organization has the appropriate incentives in
place to ensure to position and sell the product managers product(s)
regularly review discounting policy and behavior so as to have an awareness of the impact of
discounting on their product’s revenue
ensure Sales understand the product strategy and the needs of markets and customers to align
priorities better when sales are blocked due to the requirements of a small subset of customers
actively keep the sales organization apprised of customer engagement activities, including
updating CRM or similar systems of record

5.5 Distribution
Distribution means making the product available to the customer for use. Distribution can be under
Sales’ responsibility, or with a central fulfillment unit. Distribution can include the logistics needed to
transport shrink-wrapped products to retail outlets, offer downloads on the internet, or deliver the
software product on physical storage media to a customer after an acquisition. Manufacturing is
usually not an issue for pure software products or services except for shrink-wrapped software. As
fewer and fewer software products are distributed on physical media, the connotation of distribution
is evolving, incorporating more elements of what have traditionally been called channel management.
Making software available on a server for download is a common distribution method. The server
infrastructure must be established and maintained, usually by an operations organization. SPMs must
define expected availability and any authorization required for the software to be downloaded.
Representatives from a company’s distribution function should provide distribution-related
requirements or feedback to product management. This feedback might include information related
to the physical properties of documentation and packaging, for example. Professionals working with
distribution should also pass along input gathered from their interactions with channel partners.

5.6 Typical Areas of Conflict - Distribution
Distribution Planning and Scheduling
Distribution requires planning that can be impacted by changes to release schedule. Frequent changes
to release schedules or poor communication can be a source of conflict between software product
management and distribution as these changes may disrupt distribution plan and result in additional
cost.
Access Rights to Downloads
SPMs must work with operations to ensure that people downloading the software product have
appropriate authorization, including meeting licensing terms.

5.7 SPM’s Focus Areas for Orchestrating Sales and Distribution
There are some areas that an SPM needs to focus on when orchestrating Sales and Distribution:
● Positioning of the product in the sales plan,
● Sales plan execution,
● Product-specific commitments to customers (features andr measurements),
● Handling of customer requirements (short-term sales vs. longer-term product goals),
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Deviations from standard terms and conditions,
Deviations from minimum price levels or price structure,
Selective participation in pre-sales meetings,
Skills of sales representatives,
In bigger companies: sales representatives dedicated to product family vs. cross-product, and
Alignment of sales measurements with SPM‘s responsibilities (product vs. product group focus)

References: ISPMA EL PS 2016
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EU6 Orchestrating Service and Support
Educational Objectives
EO6.1
EO6.2
EO6.3
EO6.4
EO6.5

Know the core tasks of the functional areas service and support
Know what contributions to make to core service and support tasks
Understand how service and support are organized
Understand the role services and support can play in positioning offerings with the
customers they serve
Recognize typical areas of conflict and formulate strategies to manage them

6.1 Introduction
The term “service” is overloaded in the software industry. In this syllabus, unless otherwise specified,
we are referring to “human services,” providing customer value via people’s time and effort. More
specifically, we are referring to services provided in the context of a software product. Because of their
criticality to product success and the unique nature of the related orchestration activities, support
services are covered separately later in this EU. Services offered by a company that are not relevant to
its products are beyond the scope of this syllabus.
The Service unit is responsible for the services that are offered and provided to customers. The offering
includes both product-related and consulting services. The latter are not product-related, but
customer-specific like custom software development or system integration, and therefore out of SPM
scope.
Product-related services include education, installation, customization, operations, maintenance,
technical support, and helpdesk covering technical and non-technical problems. Typically, these
services are priced separately. Sometimes they are bundled with software product offerings.
The term support is often used for the services that help customers with product-related problems. In
some organizations, support may be organizationally separated from other services. Also, there can be
internal support for marketing and sales.
Product managers need to have a broad and deep understanding of customer pains to identify
opportunities to address customer challenges with services. Services can be critical for customer
adoption and retention, particularly for products that address complex problems.
The vendor and partners can provide services. Even companies that would prefer to relegate service
delivery to partners can be compelled by customers to provide them as well as they expect a complete
solution and don’t want to establish an additional business relationship.
Although services can play an important role in providing maximum customer value, defining and
managing services require knowledge and skills that are significantly different from those required to
manage software products. While product managers should play a key role in identifying services
opportunities relative to their product, i.e., service-related requirements, they should engage other
professionals with the appropriate level of experience regarding detailed services definition, planning
and delivery.

6.2 Typical Areas of Conflict - Service and Support
Difficulty getting product feedback from Services
Because they often help customers deploy and use software products, Services personnel can be rich
sources of feedback on the product. Unfortunately, they are often incented to spend as much time as
possible working on customer projects, leaving them and their leadership with little incentive to invest
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time in providing feedback or otherwise engaging with SPMs. SPMs should seek to develop
relationships with members of the Services organization and should lobby for a reasonable amount of
time per year to provide feedback to the product team.
Sharing the Product Roadmap/Positioning with Services
As previously noted, Services can spend a considerable amount of time with customers before and
after the sale. They may, therefore be able to position new features or offerings with customers. For
this reason, product managers should invest time in sharing the roadmap and associated positioning
with the Services organization.
Prioritizing Features for Markets vs. Individual Customers
The Service organization’s involvement in customer projects may incent them to advocate for product
features that have insufficient appeal to other customers. SPMs should be prepared to explain
investment decisions to Service personnel, underscoring the necessity of meeting the needs of
multiple stakeholders like customers.
Product Enablement for Service Personnel
Product managers should ensure that the Service personnel receive adequate orientation and training
on products, especially in conjunction with new releases. Inadequate product enablement may result
in suboptimal work on their part on customer projects or the perception that others, third-party
services providers for example, have superior product knowledge.
Product Team Support for Services Organizations
The nature of the Service organization’s work means that they may need support from the product
team on solution design, bugs, etc. Product managers should attempt to provide the Service
organization with the help it needs while minimizing the impact on the development team.
Ensuring Customer Satisfaction with Support Issue Resolution
Support professionals and organizations are often measured on how quickly they resolve customer
issues. The KPI can incent them to mark support incidents as closed before the customer is satisfied
with the resolution. Frequent engagement with the Support organization and guidelines or practices
indicating when SPM should be made aware of important issues can help SPMs manage this risk.
Balancing Investment in Supportability Features with Other Priorities
Although making the product easy to support can be an important goal, such investments must be
balanced with other investments that ensure appropriate market demand. All too often, investments
in supportability are prioritized lower than other features customers request, resulting in suboptimal
business performance due to support costs. SPMs should seek to assess investments in supportability
based on business criteria.
Ensuring Support Professionals Have Adequate Knowledge of the Product
To adequately support the product, Support professionals must be trained on how the product
functionsfrom the end-user and “back end”perspectives. From a customer satisfaction perspective, it
is in SPMs’ best interest to ensure that the Support organization not only understands the technical
aspects of the product, information they often get from engagement with Development, but
understand the business purpose of the product. Such understanding gives them context that can be
important in understanding the nature and magnitude of customers’ support issues. The product team
may need to supply product documentation aimed at Support professionals in additional to
documentation intended for customers.
Timely Communication of Support Issues that Impact Customer Satisfaction
SPMs should work with the Support organization to define guidelines for when SPM should be made
aware of issues that may have a significant impact on customer satisfaction. Issues that can eventually
impact product business performance must be routinely brought to the attention of SPMs so the
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appropriate business decisions can be made. Since SPMs also often engage with customers, it is
important that they not be caught unaware of critical issues.

6.3 Approaches to Address Conflict – Service and Support
SPMs should
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

Create formal plans to ensure that the Service personnel understand both the
business/functional and technical aspects of the products, including positioning and appropriate
“handoffs” for customer queries regarding product roadmap and strategy and the value of the
overall portfolio.
Define reasonable practices to ensure that development capacity is not lowered thus impacting
business objectives by direct queries from Service to Development
Make themselves available to help Service personnel navigate the development organization as
appropriate to ensure timely resolution of product-related issues encountered by the service
organization
Support professionals must understand the important role they play in customer satisfaction so
they can better assess tradeoffs between this goal and support goals such as closing open issues
as quickly as possible
SPMs must play an active role in upskilling Support with each new release, including the business
motivation
SPMs should consider Investing some time working with or “shadowing” Support to better
understand supportability requirements and this organization’s daily challenges
Actively seek supportability requirements from the Support organization and invest
appropriately in release planning, for example
SPM and support should define reasonably clear criteria that trigger support to contact SPM
regarding Support issues that are deemed relevant

6.4 SPM’s Focus Areas for Orchestrating Service and Support
There are some areas that an SPM needs to focus on when orchestrating Service and Support:
●
●
●
●
●

Consider and manage product-related services and documentation as part of the offering,
Service execution
Skills of Service specialists,
Frequent analysis of incoming service calls (often good indicators for problems with quality,
usability, and functional coverage), and
Resource management (avoid bottlenecks that impact Product Development, Sales, and
customer satisfaction).
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EU7 Complex Scenarios Involving Multiple Functions
Duration: 1:30 h
Educational Objectives:
EO7.1
EO7.2

EO7.3

Understand that software product managers may encounter situations where their
work impacts multiple other functions simultaneously
Apply the ISPMA reference framework to understand which activities of other
functions are affected by the current situation and to identify the required
stakeholders
Apply the orchestration techniques from EU1 and EU2 and skills in orchestrating other
functions from EU3 to EU6 to successfully collaborate with other functions in these
complex situations

As part of their everyday work, software product manager will encounter situations where their work
impacts multiple other functions.
This multi-impact situation occurs with product strategy decisions. For example, a change in pricing
may affect the pricing metric. The changed metric may encourage development to implement changes
in license reporting or enforcement, support to update support pricing, marketing to update the price
list and license key generation and to communicate the change to customers, and Sales to be retrained.
A multi-impact situation can be related to operational tasks. For example, resolving a customer
problem that has been escalated may require the product manager to change their roadmap to provide
a good longer-term solution, and to coordinate activities between support, development, and sales
(account management for the customer) to find an acceptable workaround for the short term.
The ISPMA reference framework (see Fig. 1) can be used to understand which activities of other
functions – represented by cells in the orchestration columns – are affected by the decision or problem
at hand. The knowledge of affected cells can help identify the stakeholders that need to be involved.
Once the right stakeholders have been identified, the software product manager needs to use their
understanding of the other functions (from EU3 to EU6) to map out a suitable approach for addressing
the situation. For example, this may include establishing role clarity and defining a process to use to
address the situation at hand. Then, the product manager can exercise their leadership skills to work
through the agreed process with the stakeholders: remembering the matrix mindset, leveraging their
sources of power, and using techniques for conflict management and negotiation.
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